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realized with the contribution of Turismo Friuli Venezia Giulia,
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technical partner Albergo Diffuso Valli del Natisone.
created and organized by Cultural Association Tinaos.

Theatrical workshop 5 >12 September 2015
Conducted by:
playwright/author Federico Bellini
actress/trainer Sabrina Jorio
director Tommaso Tuzzoli
Working hours: 6 per day
Maximum number of participants: 15
Territory Tribil Superiore
The workshop will take place in the facility La Finestra
Contribution of Euro 50€ per participant
The theatrical workshop aims to those who have already had a theatrical experience and want to
increase some themes. It will take place from 5th to 12th September 2015.
The work will be organized in three moments: the text analysis, a physical work on the actor technique
and the construction of a scenic theatre.
Fragments of theatrical texts and literature splinters of authors of different periods will be the means
which we begin a journey into the authorship with, a path that could reveal the structures which lead the
narration and at the same time make us closer to the knowledge of a theatrical figure as vital as the
playwright.
The work over the subtext will reveal themes that we will try to actively examinate and the means we
use to explore them will be sensorial, listening, contact excercises and especially improvisations based
on movement and sound.
Through improvisation we will try a more direct and deeper communication made of images and
emotions, in order to favour the creativity of the individual within the group.
The last step of our work will be the active participation in the creation of a scenic work that will found
its previous phases in a unique body.

ENROLLMENT:
Send an email no later than the midnight of 24th August with the request of participate in the workshop
with Name, Last Name, Telephone Number and a short CV: info@tinaos.com
The selected ones will be contacted directly by the organization
The participants will be able to stay in the same agreed facility La Finestra (price 12€ per night) for
information: www.albergodiffusovallidelnatisone.it

